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Abstract :

In this paper a decentralized trajectory controller for robotic manipulators is designed m,d

tested using a multiprocessor architecture and a PUMA 560 robot arm. The controller is made up

of a nominal model-based component and a correction component based on a variable structure

suction control approach. The second control component is designed using bounds on the difference

between the used and actual values of the model parameters. Since the continuous manipulator

system is digitally controlled along a trajectory, a discretized equivalent model of the manipulator is
used to derive the controller. The motivation for decentralized control is that the derived algorithms

can be executed in parallel using a distributed, relatively inexpensive, architecture where each joint

is assigned a microprocessor. Nonlinear interaction and coupling between joints is treated as a

disturbance torque that is estimated and compensated for.

1. Introduction :

Strategies for designing manipulator controllers can generally be classified according to the

degree of their dependence on the availability of reasonably accurate manipulator models. While

some of these schemes, such as those based on systems with variable structure [1-10], model

referenced [11,12], and self tuning controllers [13,14], are not necessarily model-based, others [15-22]

depend to a varying extent on the availability of such models. Although controllers that belong to the

first class are clearly robust to model inaccuracies, such schemes often disregard useful information

embodied in the dynamic equations. Some of these approaches, however, have recently taken account

of manipulator dynamics [2,4,5,11,12,22] in the form of additional nonlinear feedback. Model-based

robot controllers, on the other hand, such as the computed torque control [15], are susceptible to

deviations of the used model parameters from their actual values. More general nonlinear model-

based control approaches [16,17] rely on using the complicated Lagrange-Euler inverse dynamic

equations in real time. As a result, additional model inaccuracies are introduced if and when

simplified versions of the IrE equations are used. Relatively few studies [17] have investigated the

robustness of these control schemes to model parameter uncertainty.

It is generally agreed to in the literature that compensation for model inaccuracies is necessary to

improve the robustness of model-based controllers. One form of such compensation, among others,

is the use of the theory of systems of variable structure (VS) to compute auxiliary (or substitute)

control signals. Many attempts in designing robotic VS controllers have relied on neglecting major

components of the coupling torques between manipulator joints. Compensation for such torques is
often left to the VS controller to achieve. The controller performance, however, can be significantly
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improved ifestimatesof these torquesare alsofed forward to compensate for them. While some

effortshave ignoredallcomponents of the couplingtorques(gravityas wellas inertiaand velocity

couplingtorques)and treatedthem asdisturbancesthatcan be compensated forby the VS controller

[1,3,6,9,10],othershave reliedon directcomputation of gravitytorques[5]or have made use of the

fullset of dynamic equations [2,4,7,8].The latterapproach depends on the complexity of the

manipulatordynamics and implementationofthe controlschemes of[2,4,7,8]formanipulatorsother

than the used simpletwo and threelinkrobotsiscomputationallyexpensive.Most of the developed

VS manipulator controllershave been testedby simulationusing very simple (two or three link)

roboticstructures[1-3,6-10].By contrast,few effortshave been testedexperimentallyusing actual

robot arms [5]. The majority of the reported analysesin thisarea use continuous time models

[1,2,4,6-10]and ignorethe effectsoffrictionand damping encountered by the jointmotors. Since

the robot system isa continuousone that isdigitallycontrolledalong a trajectory(or towards a

desiredposition),however, a discretizedequivalent(ora sampled data) model ofthe manipulator is

most relevantto thisproblem.

In thispaper, a discretizedequivalentmodel of the continuous roboticsystem isused at the

jointlevel,takingintoconsiderationalldynamic nonlinearitiesand sampling effects,to develop a

decentralizedlineartime-varyingcontroller.The motivationfor decentralizedcontrolisthat the

developedcontrolalgorithmscan be executed inparallelusinga distributed,relativelyinexpensive,

architecturewhile avoiding the burden of computing a globalnonlinearmanipulator model in

realtime. Time schedulesof the feedback gains and feedforwardterms are computed off-lineby

computing the inversedynamics along the desiredtrajectory.Due to uncertaintyin some dynamic

parameters,however, such as linkinertialparameters,some coefficientsof the discretemodel are

not exactlyknown. These coefficientsalsochange as the robot configurationand loadchange. This

iswhere the developed controllerismodified using a variablestructuresuctioncontrolapproach

to compensate for model inaccuracies.The approach of thispaper makes use of the knowledge

of the model form and some of itspolesand zeros.This resultsin a reductionof the number of

unknown parameters and more accuratesystem representation.The developed controlleristested

using a multiprocessor architecture and a six joint PUMA 560 robot arm. Each joint is assigned a

microprocessor board based on an Intel 8086 processor. The parallel operation of the six processors

is synchronized by a common clock. In section 2 of this paper the discrete manipulator model is

presented along with the model-based controller. The VS-based controller is developed in section

3. Finally, section 4 presents the experimental testing of the developed controller.

2. A Discretized Equivalent Model and a Controller for a M_nlpn!ator Joint :

2.1. The Discrettzed Equivalent Model :

The discretized equivalent manipulator model developed in [21] is adopted in this paper since it is

thought to account for nonlinear arm dynamics, joint motor electrical and mechanical characteristics,

damping factors, friction, interference torque between joints, and sampling effects. A block diagram

of this model with possible digital compensation and feedback filters is shown in Figure 1. The

control voltage, V is output by each microprocessor joint controller to a digital-to-analog converter

(DAC) which acts as a zero order hold (Z.O.H.) device. The DAC output voltage, VDAC, is applied

through a linear voltage amplifier to the joint motor input. V_ and V,_ are the armature and motor

voltages, R_ and L_ are the armature resistance and inductance, I_ is the armature current, k_ is

the motor voltage constant, r is the torque applied by the motor shaft, rd is the disturbance torque

observed at the motor shaft which includes inertia and velocity coupling, gravity, friction, and other

disturbance torques, J is the effective inertia at the motor shaft, B is the effective damping factor,
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n is the gear ratio, k' is a conversion constant, 0, and 8d are the actual and desired joint positions,

and r_ is a feedforward compensation for rd. The system inside the dashed line is continuous while

the one outside is described by the digital hardware and software used to control the joint.
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Figure 1. A Dtscretlzed Equivalent Joint Model

Assuming that J can be approximated by a constant within each sampling interval, the following

transfer functions are obtained [21]

where

H(.)- Oo(.) rd(S) k (1.a)
kM 1 F'(s) -- lid AoCs) _ k,,----_nk,, R. J s(s + s, )

1 [(B Ra)_(B Ra) 2 4 ] (1.b)+K- J K k LoJ

where the inertia Ji and disturbance torque rd, encountered by the rotor of joint i, are

J_=-_. +Jr, and rd,- +rl, (2)

where D, and ri are the self inertia and torque of joint i computed using the inverse dynamic

equations [15,22], Jr,, r/,, and ni are the rotor inertia, friction torque, and gear ratio of joint i.

Using an exact mapping of poles and zeros from the s plane into the z plane, (z = e °r, where T is

the sampling period), the discretized equivalents of the transfer functions (1) are [21]

n(.)- 0.(z) _ (1-z-1)Z _ (3.a)
VDAoCz) (I - z-Z)(1 - pl z-

rdCz) _ (l _ z_t)z ( F'(s) _ _ kF,Z-' (3.b)F'(z) -
ks/

where Pt = e-'tr kit Tkk'(1 - pl) , kr, k (3.c)
' = 2nk_JR,,sl -- k_R,,

where the gains ku and kF, are computed such that the steady state discrete system response is

equal to the sampled steady state continuous system response.

2.2. The Digital Linear Time-Varying Controller :

Given the transfer functions (3) that represent a manipulator joint, the control task is to design

the digital filters F(z), D(z), G(z), and a dynamics-based feedforward control signal such that 0,

tracks Od as closely as possible. To perform this task it is necessary here to note the timing of
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the model operation. At sample point n a desired position 0di n) and an estimated feedforward

term r_in ) that compensates for rd are input to the system while the actual joint position O_(n) is

observed. It is desired that the actual position at the next sample time in+l) be equal to the desired

position input to the system at the current sample time i.e. O_(n + 1) : Odin ). To achieve this it is

necessary to estimate a discrete input, r_(n), that is equivalent to rd ahead of time to compensate

for rd between the two sample times. This feedforward compensation signal is computed off-line

using the robot inverse dynamic equations. Hence, it is desired first to have rd(z) : z-lr_(z). As a

result, one gets [21]

vi ) z-' 1 i4..)
- - kF,

Aftersimplemanipulations,thefiltersD(z)andGiz)thatresultintheresponseO. --
are found to be [21]

G(z) = I and D(z) = kF, 1- p,z-'
_H i+-_ --f (4"b)

The feedback control is then written as

1 1 - pxz -_
(5)V(z) = D(z)F(z)[Odi z) -8.(z)] + F(z)r_iz ) with Diz)F(z) = kH 1 + z -1

In the discrete time domain, the controller is written as

V(n)-- k.H(n)X [AO(n)_p_(n)AO(n_l)]+ ___._[r_(n)+r_U(n_l)]_V(n_l) (6.a)

where A0in ) = Od(n) - O_,(n) (6.b)

and superscript u denotes used (as opposed to actual) values. It remains, however, to compute the

feedback gains k_ (n), p'_(n), and r_"(n). Since the only information available to a joint controller

in a decentralized control environment is that generated off-line, estimates of these parameters are

computed off-line, when the desired trajectory is generated, and later used in real time to implement

the controller i6). This scheme is based on a computed torque approach and, as a result, is susceptible

to the potential problems facing a computed torque approach. The most serious problem of these is

the difference between the values of J and rd along the actual path and their nominal iused) values

along the desired path. To address this problem, the controller (6) is modified using the theory of

systems of variable structure (VS) to compensate for parameter uncertainty. The modified controller

is developed in the next section.

3. Development of The Variable Structure Controller :

The purpose of the VS-based controller introduced in this section is to modify the controller

(6) such that deviations of the used model parameters from their actual values are compensated for.

The basic form of the controller (6) is, however, maintained since it is based on the actual model

form which is known. An appropriate sliding surface and a switching variable are selected in terms

of the joint tracking error and a suction control strategy [2,4] is used in the discrete time domain to

design the controller such that the switching variable and trar_king error converge to zero. First, the

model (3) is written in the discrete time domain in terms of the actual model parameter values as

Oain) :Oain - I) + Px in - l)[0ai n - I) - O_,(n - 2)]

+kn(n-1)[V(n-1)+V(n-2)] ku(_/-1)[r_(n-1)+r_(n-2)] (7)

and the switching surface for each joint i is defined as

sin ) = ein ) + _ein- I) , e(n) = Odin - 1) - Oa(n) (S)
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suchthat thetrajectorytrackingerrordecaysexponentiallywhentheswitchingvariableisdrivento
zero.Theswitchingvariables is "sucked" to zero using a discretized version of the suction control

strategy outlined in the continuous time domain in [2,4]. Namely, the controller is designed so that

sCn- 1) [sen) - s(n- 1)] < 0 (9)

such that s(n) > s(n- 1) ifs(n- 1) < 0 and s(n) < s(n- 1) ifs(n- 1) > O. Condition (9) is

not sufficient for the convergence of s(n) to zero. If 18(-)- 8(.- 1)1 can, however, be shown to be

bounded by a small positive number 6 then s(n) can also be easily shown to be bounded by a small

positive number 8' using condition (9). To show this, we write

18(-)- 8(. - 1)1=leC-)- e(- - 1) + Ale(n - 1) - e(n - 2)11

=lO,,(-- 1)- 0d(. - 2) - [OaCn)- Oa(n - 1)1

+ A(e,(n - 2) - od(n - 3) - [O,_(n- 1) - e_Cn- 2)]],1

<lOd(-- 1)- o.(. - 2)1+ IOo(-)- 0o(. - 1)1
+ I._1[10,,(_- 2)- o_(. - 3)1÷ IOa(-- 1) - o,_(.- 2)1]

<8,+ 82+ I,_1(83+ 8,) <
where the magnitude of the upper bound 6 is determined by the speed of the desired trajectory,

the manipulator mechanical time constants, and the sampling frequency. It is clear that _ decreases

with increasing sampling frequency. For example, if the desired and actual joint speeds are bounded

by I0 rad/s and the sampling frequencyisI00 Hz, then [8(.)- 8(. - I)Iisbounded by 0.25radians

forA = 0.25.Itisclearthatas the sampling frequencyincreasesinfinitely,condition10 tends to the

suctioncontrolcondition8} < 0 of [4].Although the condition

8(.) I8(-)- 8(.- 1)]< 0 C0)'
is more attractive since it ensures that 0 > s(n) > 8(n - 1) if 8(n - 1) < 0 and 0 < s(n) < s(n - 1)

if 8(n - 1) > O, the design of a controller that would satisfy condition (9)' is quite complicated

mathematically (as will be clear from the proof of Lemma 1.). Next, we proceed to design a

controller that satisfies condition (9). First, the following set of upper bounds on model parameter

deviations is defined

a > k_(n) > 1- , a>_ 1 , _>_ [p_(n)-pl(n)[ , '7->lr_( ")-r_(n)l , " >-0
- k_ (.)

The variable structure controller that satisfies condition (9) is given by the following lemma.

Lemma 1 : The control

1 [ 2 (_ - 1/or ) ]v(.)_k_(.) _+1/ _1(.)+_ _i_l_(.)l+_lOo(.)-eo(.-1)l 8g. 8(.)

1 .r, . '"(. 1)+ 27 sgn 8(.)]
- V(.-1) + _7 l d (n) + rd --

where u_ (.) = Od(.) -- e_(.) -- p_(n)[a_(n) -- e_(. -- 1)] -- (1 -- X)e(.) -- Xe(. -- 1)

Satisfies the convergence condition (9).

Proof : Using the controller (11), the closed loop system response (7) is rewritten as

O=(n) =k_(n-k"(n-1) 21/a[Oa(n- 1)- (1- A)e(n- 1)- As(n- 2)]1) +

+{l+pl(n_l)_ku(n-1) 1/-[1 u(. 1)]}Oa(n 1)k_(n 1) o_+ +Pl - -

[pl(n- 1)- k. Cn- 1) 2 • =
k_(n 1) otq_-l/hPl(n- I)]O.(n- 2)[

(10)

(ll.a)

(11.b)
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ku(n- 1) (__- 1/a )+_k_,(. 1) ¥1/_1.,(.-1)1+_10o(.-1)-0a(.-2)1 sa=s(.-1)

k.(.-1)[_:(. 1) "(. 1)+_:(. 2) _:"(. 2) 27sa._(. 1)1 (12)
_ - -r d ......

Using equation (12) and defining the following quantities,

k. (n)
f(n)-- k_r(n) , l_x(n)=px(n)-pl(n ) , _(n)=r_(n)-r_U(n) (13)

the increase in the value of the switching variable s between sample times n-1 and n is

s(n) - s(n - 1)=e(n) - (1 - A)e(n- 1)- Ae(n- 2)

=OaCn- 1) -O,_(n) - (1- .X)e(n- 1) - AeCn- 2)

=(1 2f(n- 1))+ -f/-_ [OaCn - 1) - (1 - ,_)e(n- 1) - Ae(n - 2)1

-[1 2,(.- 1) 2,(. 1/_) ]_+1/_ +v1(.-1) p_(.- 1) o_(.-1)or+

]1/alux(n - 1)J + plea(n - 1) - 0_(n - 2)1 sgn s(n - 1)

+ ku (n -
/_F 1)[?a(n-- 1) + _(n-- 2) -- 27 sgn s(n -- 1)]

=(1 2f(n--1))ul(n--1)--_l(n--1)[#_(n--1)--9_(n--2)]

-af(n- 1) [ a-1/a ]1/otlu_(n - 1)1+ 3lO,,(n- 1)-O_(n-2)1 san s(n- 1)

+ ku (n- 1)
_fi [?_(n- 1) + _(n - 2) - 27 sgn s(n - 1)]

( ) o-1/o= 1 2f(n - 1) ulCn - 1) - af(n - 1)---_-_ I,,,(- - 1)1 sg,_ .(. - 1)a + i-/_ ct

- PlCn- 1)[e_(n - 1)- 9aCn- 2)]

- af(n - 1)#lO_(n - 1) - O_,(n - 2)1 sgn s(n - 1)

-4- ku(n- 1)
_'r" [_(n - 1) + _(n- 2) - 27 sgn s(n - 1)1 (14)

Hence,

to(n) =s(n- 1)Is(n)- s(n - 1)]

=[(1 2f(n -1/a-_---_f/1-) ) sfn [ul(n - a)s(n -1)] - otf(n -1)_+ 1/ct] lul(n -1)s(n -1)1

- [/Tl(n - 1) sgn {s(n- 1)[Oa(n- 1)- $_(n- 2)]} + (_f(n- 1)/_/] x

I_(-- 1)[9_(n- 1)- O_(n- 2)]1

+ ku (n- 1)
_fi {[_t(n - 1) + ?_t(n- 2)] sgn s(n - 1) - 27)1s(. - 1)l

=_(-)1=,(-- l)s(n- 1)1+ b(.)ls(.- 1)[OaCn-1)- O_(n- 2)]l+c(n)ls(n- 1)1 (15)

and to(n), n > O, will be shown to be negative by showing that a(n), b(n), and c(n), are negative.
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1. To show that a(n) is negative, we need to show that

I_ + 1/_- 2f(n- 1)1 < Ic_fCn- 1)(_- 1/_)1

Since the right hand side of inequality (16) is positive, two cases are at hand

a) If a + 1/a - 2f(n - 1) > 0, then we need to show that

a + lla - 2f(n- 1) <c_2f(n- 1)- f(n- 1)

or lla- f(n- 1)<a[c_f(n- 1)- 1]

or 1 - _¢(n - 1) <a2[a¢(n - 1) - 1]

This inequality is satisfied since a2 > +1. Hence, a(n) is negative.

b) If a + 1/a - 2f(n - 1) < 0, then we need to show that

2f(n- 1) - c_- l/c_ <a2f(n - 1)-f(n- 1)

aa[af(n- 1)+ 1] >3af(n- 1)- 1

3af(n- 1) - 1
r_2 _>

af(n - 1)+ 1

or

or

but

and

since

3af(n- I)- 1 3a 2 - 1

af(n-1)+l a 2+1

3a a - 1

a2+l

_4+a2_3aa+l=(a a-l) _ >0

Hence, a(n) is negative.

2. To show that b(n)isnegative,we need to show that

1)1 < ,,f(n- 1)3

This inequality is satisfied since IPl (n - 1)1 < 3 and czf(n - 1) > 1 by definitions (10).

3. c(n), n > 0, is negative since [_(n)l < _/by definition (10).

Hence, it is seen that _(n) < 0, n > 0, and condition (9) is satisfied.

(16)

Q.E.D.

The next sectionpresentsthe experimentaltestingof the developed controller.

4. An Example : A PUMA 560 Manipulator :

To obtainmodel parameters fora PUMA 560 arm, the motor and armature circuitparameters

k,, Jr,and L_, were obtainedfrom the manufacturer. R_ was measured foreach jointby applying

a DC voltageat the DAC output and measuring the armature currentwhen no motion took place.

To obtainthe damping factorand frictiontorquefor each jointa DC voltagewas applied at the

DAC output and the armature currentand jointspeed were measured. The resultingdata points

ofcurrentversusspeed yieldedB_ and r/,usingregressiontechniques.The linearvoltageamplifier

gain was set to 4. Itwas alsonecessaryto adopt a set oflinkdynamic parameters. There are few

reported effortsdirectedat identifyingparameters not suppliedby manufacturers such as inertial

parameters and centroidcoordinates.While some oftheseeffortsadopt directgeometricapproaches

[22],othersrelyon experimentalidentificationofthese parameters [23-25].Many approximations

are made in [22]about linkmass distributionand component shapes. Identificationtechniques

requireacceleration,torque,and forcesensorsand the resultsoftenbear a lotof noise[24].In this

paper, linkmasses were obtained from the manufacturer. Most of the centroidcoordinatesand

inertialparameters reportedin [22]were thought to be reasonablyaccurateand were used. All of

the used model parameters forthe used PUMA 560 arm are listedin [21].a, _, and A were set to
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2, 0.2, and 0.25 respectively for all joints. _/was set to 0.5 N.m for the first three joints and 0.05
N.m for the last three joints.

The desired trajectory for the arm was specified by a cartesian path and a desired velocity

profile for the end-effector. The path, sampled every 30 ms, consisted of three curves defined in the

arm base frame. The first curve was a semicircle that started at (x,y,z)--(15,75,10)cm and ended
at (5,65,-10)cm. The point (x,y,z)=(10,50,0)cm was in the motion plane and the semicircle followed

was the one closer to this point. The end-effector accelerated from rest to a velocity of 0.35 m/s
in the first 3 segments (90 ms), cruised at this speed for 34 segments, and decelerated to rest in

the last 3 segments. The hand approach vector, a, was required to change from (0,0.9798,-0.2) to
(0,0.9798,0.2) by requiring the angle

_s
= tan- l

vii
to change from -11.5 ° to 11.5 ° by accelerating in the first 3 segments, cruising at a constant speed

in the middle 34 segments, and decelerating to rest in the last 3 segments. The second curve was a

straight line that ended at (x,y,z)=(-5,85,-15)cm. The approach vector, a, changed to (0,0.9539,0.3).

All velocity profiles were similar to those of the first curve except for the numbers of acceleration,

constant speed, and deceleration segments which were 9, 7, and 9 respectively, and the end-effector

constant speed which was 0.48 m/s. The third curve was a semicircle that ended at the initial arm

configuration of the first curve. The point (x,y,z)=(5,60,-2.5)cm was in the motion plane and the

semicircle followed was the one closer to this point. All velocity profiles were similar to those of the

first curve except for the numbers of acceleration, constant speed, and deceleration segments which

were 5, 45, and 5 respectively. The arm stayed at rest for 5 segments between each two curves. The

corresponding desired joint trajectories are shown in Figure 2. The used PUMA arm was driven

very close to its maximum speed.
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Figure 2. Desired Joint Trajectories

The arm was sampled every 10 ms and desired joint positions were generated every 10 ms by

linear interpolation between their values stored for use every 30 ms. The feedback gains computed

off-line were used three times within the 30 ms intervals each 10 ms (i.e. T=0.01 sec). The

computation delay at each sampling interval was 1.00 ms. The joint trajectory tracking errors

resulting from this experiment are shown in Figure 3. The tracking error is bounded by 2 degrees

for joints I and 2, 4 degrees for joint 3, 0.5 degrees for joint 4, 1.5 degrees for joint 5, and 0.25 degrees

for joint 6. This performance is slightly worse than that of the controller of [21] which is similar to the

controller of this paper except for the absence of the VS-based compensation for model inaccuracy.
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One probable cause for the increase in the tracking error, compared to the results of [21], is the

chattering problem associated with the VS-based control. This chattering effect is clear in the high

frequency behavior of the tracking error of Figure 3 and was felt clearly when the used manipulator

exhibited noisy gittery motions during the performed experiments. Another probable cause for the

increase in the tracking error is the increase in the computation delay (which is 0.55 ms for the

controller of [21]). It does not appear that using a VS-based control, in the experimental context

and setup described in this paper, to compensate for model parameter uncertainty has offered an

advantage over using parameter estimates computed off-line.
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Figure 3. Joint Tracking Errors

5. Conclusion :

A decentralized digital linear time-varying variable structure trajectory controller for manipu-

lator arms was developed and tested. A discretized equivalent model of the continuous manipulator

system was used to design a nominal digital linear time-varying feedback. Time schedules of the

estimated values of the feedback gains and feedforward terms were generated off-line. The feedback

was modified using the theory of systems with variable structure to compensate for the difference

between the used and actual values of the model parameters. The controller performs reasonably

well considering that the used PUMA arm was driven along the trajectory at its maximum speed.
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